Make Your Wall Smart

“WS SB FOR CRESTRON HORIZON HZA-PWR” - Product description:

The “WS SB FOR CRESTRON HORIZON HZA-PWR 2G” is an adapter for in-wall flush installation of a CRESTRON HORIZON HZA-PWR 2G accessories in solid board walls.

The “WS SB FOR CRESTRON HORIZON HZA-PWR 2G” firmly mounts the devices while allowing easy access, insertion and removal.

Key features and benefits:

- Flush with the solid surface wall.
- Allows easy insertion and removal of the devices.
- Wall mount contains depth calibration mechanism and spacer allowing installation in solid surface boards of 4.5 [0.18"] up to 32.5 [1.28"] thickness.
- See page 2 for routing dimensions.
- Designed for the use with HORIZON HZA-PWR 2G by CRESTRON Electronics, Inc. ©. (frame, outlets and back box are not included).

  Installation kit contains:
  1. (X1) Wall adapter
  2. (X1) Routing template
  3. (X4) ST3x40 screws
  4. (X4) #6x5/16” screws
  5. (X2) Installation spacer (M4 NUT)

Key properties:

- Dimensions (W/H/D): 156.8mm (4.36")/ 152.8mm (6.02")/ 42.0mm (1.65")
- Power Supply: None (manual adapter).
- Weight: 0.3Kg, 0.66lbs.
- Material: Moisture resistant MDF

Hubbel-Raco 420 Box (or equivalent)

IN CASE OF INSTALLATION IN WOOD USE SCREWS, OTHERWISE APPLY STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE

FOR INSTALLATION IN BOARDS UP TO 20.6mm (0.81") THICK USE ROUTING TEMPLATE AS SPACER

TO REMOVE SLIDE A BUSINESS CARD IN THE TILE GAP AND LIFT TILE

SOLID BOARD THICKNESS RANGE:
4.5 ~ 20.6 [0.18~0.81]" WITH SPACER
16.1 ~ 32.5 [0.64 ~ 1.28]" WITHOUT SPACER

DEPTH ADJUSTMENT SCREWS
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